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Synopsys meets ISO 26262
for all design platform tools
The monthly magazine for automotive electronics engineers

Public backs autonomous
tests despite Uber tragedy

Nearly 80 per cent of the
public support the move
to driverless vehicles despite the setback from the
Uber tragedy in the USA
where a pedestrian was
killed by a car in autonomous driving mode.
The survey comes from
the team behind the autonomous vehicle Gateway Project in London. It
explored the public’s
hopes, fears and attitudes
towards autonomous vehicles and invited them to
be part of trials with prototype technologies.
Early results from the
online map capturing the
public’s comments indicate broad support (78%)
for the idea of driverless
vehicles on urban streets,
if they are safe and resistant to cyber attack.
Meanwhile, AB Dynamics has made a timely
introduction of LaunchPad to help autonomous
vehicle developers test reaction to soft targets such
as pedestrians and cy-
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LaunchPad will help test adas to protect cyclists
clists. The woman killed
in the Uber accident was
pushing a bicycle.
“Testing using soft targets is vital to ensure active vehicle systems
respond as intended, but
as we move towards autonomy the test scenarios
are becoming much more
complex,” said Jeremy
Ash, commercial manager at AB Dynamics.
“LaunchPad forms an essential part of our portfolio, ensuring that all
aspects of a real-world
test scenario can be precisely represented and

controlled. As all of our
equipment uses the same
software, they can be easily choreographed with
the subject vehicle. This
means we can create
complex scenarios, potentially involving multiple pedestrians, cyclists
and cars, all synchronised
and co-ordinated with the
test vehicle.”
Early reports from the
Uber incident suggest the
woman stepped out in
front of the vehicle so
suddenly that any driver –
human or computer –
could not have stopped.
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Synopsys says it has
achieved
independent
ISO 26262 functional
safety assessment and
certification for all the
tools in its design platform, enabled by Fusion
Technology.
Fusion
Technology
transforms the RTL-toGDSII design flow with
the fusion of optimisation
and signoff tools, letting
designers accelerate the
delivery of their designs.
The certification allows
automotive semiconductor component and system designers to meet
safety-related requirements for modern vehicles. The ISO 26262
assessments have been
performed by Exida, an
Ansi-accredited certification body for functional
safety in automotive and
other industries.
ISO 26262 certification
allows Synopsys tools
and flows to be deployed
in the development of automotive designs with
safety requirements from
Asil A to D.
These flows are the first
to conform to the most
stringent requirements of
both the ISO 26262: 2011
standard and the draft release of the upcoming
ISO 26262: 2018 second
edition.
Vehicle Electronics

“Renesas has long been
performing ISO 26262
evaluation and assessment for all of the tools in
our design flow,” said
Hideyuki Okabe, director
of the digital design technology department at Re-

nesas Electronics. “We
are excited about the
availability of these new
flow certifications for the
Synopsys design platform
for our present and future safety-related automotive designs targeting

for adas and automated
driving applications.”
Synopsys worked with
Renesas on the development of its R-Car V3H
SoC. The R-Car family is
at the core of the Renesas
Autonomy platform.

From virtual reality to production

This is the world’s first full-size car designed in virtual reality, engineered
with AI and 3D printed in structural alloy.
Hackrod designed the La Bandit speedster using Siemens PLM
software. It is intended to serve as proof of concept for a new industrial
design to production methodology. The goal is to let individuals and
small enterprises create products as easily as playing a video game.
With multiple tools from Siemens including NX software and the Solid
Edge Portal cloud based collaboration software, Hackrod was able to
design, test and manufacture without a massive industrial infrastructure
or tooling budgets.
The company is developing a platform to allow bespoke aesthetic
design to prevail. The platform leverages virtual reality as a design tool,
IoT and machine learning to evolve and perfect engineering systems, and
industrial 3D printing to produce optimised hardware.
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Blackberry adds security to
Jaguar Land Rover vehicles
Blackberry and Jaguar
Land Rover have entered
a multi-year agreement to
develop technology for
the car maker’s next-generation vehicles.
Blackberry’s QNX software will help JLR develop connected cars that
have the high level of security required to prevent
cyber attacks.
Blackberry will license
its QNX and Certicom
technology to Jaguar, as
well as assign a team of
engineers to support in
the development of electronic control unit (ECU)
modules. The first ECU
project will be an infotainment system.
“Working with Blackberry will let us develop
the safe and secure nextgeneration connected car
our customers want,” said
Dave Nesbitt, vehicle engineering director at
Jaguar Land Rover. “With
Blackberry engineers, we
will be able to access the
most dynamic and up-todate software to ensure
the highest security required for our connected
vehicles.”
Blackberry provides
OEMs around the world
with technology to protect hardware, software,
applications and end-toend systems from cyber
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realising they need to take
an active role in defining
the software architecture
for their vehicles,” said
John Wall, SVP of Blackberry QNX. “Connected
and autonomous vehicles
will react and drive based
on rich data. Our platforms help process data
efficiently and keep it secure and trusted. We are
incredibly honoured to
JLR will use Blackberry software to protect cars
work with Jaguar Land
attacks. The company’s Qualcomm and Visteon. Rover and look forward
pedigree in security has
“We are at a pivotal mo- to our teams working
led to recent automotive ment, where innovative hand in hand to deliver an
design wins with Baidu, automakers, such as enhanced driving experiDelphi, Denso, NVidia, Jaguar Land Rover, are ence for their customers.”

Denso increases shareholding in Renesas

Denso is increasing its
shareholding in Renesas
Electronics from 0.5 to
5% for around $800m to
accelerate the development of in-vehicle technologies
including
automated driving systems that are becoming
more advanced, complicated and larger in scale.
Recently, to meet the
needs of complicated vehicle control, the functionality of in-vehicle
microcontrollers has been
increasing. This is causing their design and manufacturing processes to be
more difficult.
Manufacturers are ex-

pected to accelerate the
development of semiconductors for diversely advanced systems for
automated driving, electrification, IoT and connected driving through a
combination of communications and AI-related
technologies.
By taking advantage of
its knowledge of in-vehicle products acquired
through many years of
operation, and to develop
competitive vehicle control systems in fields such
as automated driving,
Denso considers it essential to enhance collaboration with semiconductor

manufacturers that have
experience and expertise.
Renesas is a supplier of
in-vehicle
microcontrollers and has its Autonomy open platform to
provide complicated and
advanced technologies.
Its basic growth strategy
is to offer products from
cloud services that contribute to automated driving, sensing and vehicle
control.
Denso will continue
joint development with
Renesas and accelerate
the development of
technologies to create
competitive in-vehicle
systems.
Vehicle Electronics
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Royalty free
protection for
connected cars

Cyber 2 Automotive Security’s patented Stamper
technology, which protects connected cars from
cyber threats, is being
made available to car
makers and suppliers
worldwide on a royalty
free licence.
This is in response to a
recently issued warning
from the US Homeland
Security cyber-security
team cautioning automobile makers to review
new research highlighting
significant flaws in vehicle control modules affecting the security of

chips in cars, and to review their current systems to prevent possible
denial-of-service attacks
and other mischief.
“We are proud to offer
the market a royalty free
solution to this problem,”
said Michael Dick, CEO
of C2A Security. “Upcoming compliance requirements will drive the
development of innovative frameworks that
support the early identification, mitigation and
management of risks and
we are happy to contribute to the safety of

Michael Dick:
“Compliance
requirements
will drive
development.”

drivers and passengers
worldwide.”
Cyber attacks have
dominated the headlines
and devastated a slew of
companies over the past
few years, compromising
millions of people’s personal information and
costing billions of dollars
in losses to those businesses.
Recently, the world has
seen the devastating effects of chip level attacks
such as Spectre and Melt-

down affecting processors worldwide.
C2A has developed a
safety and security layer
for connected vehicles to
protect all the hundreds of
semiconductor chips and
processors in a car.
This includes bringing
its Stamper firewall type
functionality into the car
network, as well as multinetwork anomaly detection,
microprocessor
protection and diagnostics over IP infrastructure.

Delta-Q brings J1939 to battery charging

Battery charging company Delta-Q Technologies has expanded its
capabilities to support the
SAE J1939 standard as
well as Canopen.
J1939 is the preferred
Can standard for in-vehicle networks for lorries
and buses in industries
such as construction, material handling, electric
automobiles, speciality
utility vehicles and outdoor power equipment.
The expansion to J1939
provides OEMs with the
ability to integrate the
battery charger’s data into
a vehicle system, which

includes telematics applications, in a simple and
functional manner. This
adds to Delta-Q’s full Can
bus capabilities for
charge control and charge
monitoring for a more integrated lead acid or
lithium system.
It also provides OEMs
with the flexibility to update battery algorithm
and charger software
through Can programmes
to ensure quality in a vehicle’s battery charge or
provide full autonomous
control of their applications.
“As one of the few

charging solutions to
offer this capability,
we’re excited to better
support our customers
that use this protocol
standard across their
products,” said Trent
Punnett, Delta-Q’s vice
president of sales, marketing and product management. “With the goal
to constantly evolve and
serve our customers’
needs, the new ability to
meet J1939 requirements
opens opportunities for
our OEM customers in
system level design and
support to integrate
chargers into equipment

needing telematics.”
The J1939 communications model creates an
open interconnected system that allows ECUs belonging to different
component manufacturers to communicate with
each other.
J1939 covers the design
and use of equipment that
communicates signals
among components. Deployed as an application,
it runs communications
between the engine, battery, battery charger,
transmission and vehicle
body controls, and other
subsystems.

Blackmore raises $18m to scale FMCW lidar

Blackmore Sensors &
Analytics has raised
$18m series B financing
to scale its automotive
lidar technology.
Blackmore is a developer of frequency-modulated continuous wave
(FMCW) lidar for the automotive industry. The
funding round was led by
BMW i Ventures. Additional investment came
from Toyota AI Ventures,
Millennium Technology
Value Partners and Next
Frontier Capital.
“Advances in new sensor technologies, like
lidar, are going to make
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cars safer and, eventually,
autonomous,” said BMW
i Ventures partner Zach
Barasz. “Blackmore has
unique and innovative
FMCW lidar technology
that delivers a new dimension of data to future
vehicles.”
Low-cost lidar sensors
are required to enable
self-driving
vehicles.
FMCW lidar technology
is said to have several advantages over traditional
pulsed lidar systems.
“Perception is critical to
the perception-predictionplanning automated driving stack, and we’re

excited to see the innovations that Blackmore is
bringing to the top of this
stack,” said Jim Adler,
managing director of
Toyota AI Ventures.
“Blackmore’s groundbreaking FMCW lidar
technology is designed to
eliminate interference,
improve long-range performance, and support
both range and velocity –
a triple threat to make autonomous driving safer.”
Blackmore will use the
investment to scale the
production of its FMCW
lidar sensor for adas and
self-driving markets. In-

creased production capacity will help the company
support the growing sector of autonomous driving
teams demanding superior lidar.
“Having the ability to
measure both the speed
and the distance to any
object gives self-driving
systems more information to navigate safely,”
said Randy Reibel,
Blackmore’s chief executive officer. “Blackmore
provides software and analytics so that its customers can get the most
out of the FMCW lidar
sensors.”
Vehicle Electronics
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Vodafone connects Lamborghini

Vodafone has become
Lamborghini’s connected
car partner to support infotainment in its sports
cars.
The two companies are
planning to work together
to introduce worldwide
connectivity in the iconic
four wheels brand that
embodies authentic design and the latest me-

chanical technology.
“This is a great example
of how two leaders in
their respective fields can
come together to create
something which can really change the experience for customers and
help to improve the service from the company,”
said Stefano Gastaut,
Vodafone’s global direc-

tor for the internet of
things.
Starting from 2019,
Lamborghini owners will
be able to improve their
journey
experience
through the access to
Vodafone’s IoT network,
and will have connectivity in more then 190
countries.
“The connected car rev-

Right kind of snowplough

Last month, for the first time, autonomous snowploughs cleared snow
from a runway. This was at Fagernes Airport in Leirin, Norway, 200km
north of Oslo.
The project, which is known as Yeti and uses technology developed by
Semcon, aims to increase efficiency and reduce delays at airports.
At present, airports always need to be prepared and have staff on
standby who can clear snow whenever they are needed. Problems with
snow also result in many delays and stranded passengers every year.
“Autonomous snowploughs will allow airports all over the world to
streamline their activities and reduce delays for their passengers,” said
Markus Granlund, CEO at Semcon. “This is a good example of how
autonomous vehicles can increase profitability and add value for people.”
The project was developed by Yeti Snow Technology, co-owned by
Semcon and Øveraasen, for Norwegian airport operator Avinor. The 20
metres long and 5.5 metres wide snowploughs have enough capacity to
clear an area of 357,500 square metres an hour. They can also clear snow
in formation, several vehicles working together, and with the same
precision no matter the weather.
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olution is an exciting
field,” said Nicola Porciani,
Lamborghini’s
head of connected cars.
“At Lamborghini we are
committed to create a cutting edge experience for
our owners and to ensure
them access to the greatest technologies. This
project with Vodafone
will make us sure to keep
our tradition of innovation and excellence.”

Nexteer opens
in Morocco

Nexteer Automotive is
building a production facility in Kenitra, Morocco, for manufacturing
single pinion-assist electric power steering with
plans to extend manufacturing to driveline products in the future.
The 18,000m2 facility
will be the company’s
first in Africa. Once the
facility begins production
in 2019, it will be Nexteer’s 25th plant globally.
“Nexteer’s differentiators include our global
manufacturing footprint
and our in-house capabilities in producing highquality, safety-critical
steering and driveline
systems,” said Hervé
Boyer, Nexteer VP. “By
establishing a facility in
Morocco, we are strategically aligned with our
global customers’ needs.
This will also allow us to
expand our operations in
Africa and Europe. ”
Vehicle Electronics

Continental brings remote
tyre monitoring to fleets

Continental has launched
a digital tyre monitoring
platform for fleets. ContiConnect is available in
the USA, Canada, Malaysia and Thailand, with
more markets in Europe
and Asia to follow in
2018 and next year.
It monitors, analyses
and reports data about
tyre temperature and
pressure for commercial
fleets, such as lorries,
buses, industrial or earthmoving vehicles.
The remote tyre monitoring is achieved by
combining various components, including tyre
sensors, yard reader station, backend, web portal
and notification services.
The system can help
fleets increase their efficiency and sends alerts if
tyre pressure deviates
from defined values.
ContiConnect allows
fleet managers to act
proactively instead of fixing problems reactively
not only for single vehicles but for entire fleets.
“ContiConnect is the
starting point for Continental to become a profound
partner
for
tyre-related data services,” said Michael
Neuheisel, head of digital
for commercial vehicle
tyres at Continental.
Vehicle Electronics

Managers can monitor tyre pressures for an entire fleet
“With this digital tyre
monitoring platform we
take a huge step forward
in our evolution from a
premium tyre manufacturer. We enrich our longterm experience in the
tyre industry with data
created by sensors, starting with our truck, bus
and specialty tyres.”
The tyre sensor connects the vehicle’s tyres
with the outside world. It
is mounted on the inner
liner of a tyre to ensure
optimal mounting position of the sensor, to
measure both the pressure
as well as its temperature
precisely. Further, the
sensor is protected from
damages or theft.
The yard reader station
is the connecting component between the tyre sen-

sor and Continental’s
backend. It reads the data
off the sensors as the vehicle passes by the receiver in the yard and
sends the data to the
backend where they are
analysed and interpreted.
The web portal is the interface where fleet managers can proactively
monitor and track the tyre
condition and performance of all vehicles within
their fleet. The browser-

Seat goes Shazam

Seat is to become the first
car maker to integrate the
Shazam music app, becoming operative this
month via the Seat DriveApp for Android Auto.
The app can be used to
identify songs while driving in a safe manner.

based portal offers various display options and
can be accessed from any
type of device. It shows
the history of the tyre data
and enables retrospective
analyses. The web portal
allows a remote monitoring of the entire fleet’s
tyre performance.
Fleet managers can be
notified via email or
SMS and it suggests corrective measures where
necessary.
“For all music lovers,
being able to identify
songs is going to be at
their fingertips,” said Seat
president Luca de Meo.
“Integrating Shazam will
let us continue making
progress in our goal of
maximum safety and
zero road accidents.”
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Geo sets vision on Cadence DSP
Geo Semiconductor has
selected the Cadence Tensilica Vision P5 DSP for
its GW5400 camera
video processor. The automotive smart viewing
processor uses in-camera
computer vision to provide adas functionality.
By integrating the P5
DSP, it can run computer
vision applications on the
same cameras used for
viewing applications in
the vehicle.
The DSP runs a wide
range of vision algorithms. With its associated library functions, it
can enable adas capabilities such as pedestrian detection, object detection,
blind spot detection, cross
traffic alert, driver attention monitoring and lane
departure warning, as
well as target-less auto
calibration in a lowpower, zero-air-flow environment.
“The Tensilica Vision
P5 DSP core provides the
low energy and high efficiency required to meet
the desired performance
target for our computer
vision applications,” said
Kent Goodin, vice president at Geo. “Cadence’s
software tools and library
enabled us to integrate the
high-quality Vision P5
DSP easily, reducing our
development time and enabling us to achieve first
silicon success for our auPage 9, April 2018

tions, and Geo’s selection
of the Vision P5 DSP validates its status as the
DSP of choice where low
power and high performance are required for
stringent automotive conditions,” said Pulin Desai,
product marketing director
at Cadence.
Block diagram of GW5400 processor
The next in the product
tomotive camera video bile CPU-plus-GPU sys- line, the Vision P6 DSP, is
processor SoC.”
tems at a fraction of the for general-purpose imagThe DSP is said to pro- power.
ing and occasional-use AI
vide four to a hundred
“Tensilica
Vision and neural network infertimes the performance for processors enable com- ence, offering four time
various pixel operations puter vision capability the peak performance of
relative to traditional mo- critical for adas applica- the P5 DSP.

MagnaChip offers 0.18µm BCD at 100V

MagnaChip, a manufacturer of analogue and
mixed-signal semiconductors, can offer an automotive-grade 0.18µm
BCD
(bipolar-cmosdmos) 100V process.
The process requires
three fewer layers of
photo steps by process
optimisation, and has low
specific on-resistance of
power ldmos (laterally
diffused mos) up to 100V.
Having 100V devices in a
BCD process is valuable
as there are increasing demands to expand operation
voltages
and
protection voltages to
100V in many applications, such as automotive
battery systems, DC-DC
converters, LED drivers,
motor drivers, battery

chargers and PMICs used
in automotive electronics.
In power ICs that use
BCD technologies, the
area of power transistors
such as ldmos occupies a
major chip area. And the
specific on-resistance of
power transistors – which
is defined as the product
of total on-resistance and
area of the device when a
transistor is turned on – is
the key factor that determines overall chip area.
As a specialty analogue
foundry, MagnaChip has
improved the on-resistance over the past ten
years to help customers
achieve smaller chip sizes
and reduce costs.
Using proprietary deeptrench isolation technology, the low specific

AutoAir project pushes 5G
for connected cars

The UK government has
set up a project to develop
5G cellular technology
for connected and autonomous vehicles.
Participants in the AutoAir project include
Airspan Networks, Arm,
Blu Wireless, McLaren
and Quortus.
The 5G technologies
developed as part of
Auto-Air will initially be
used in the validation and
development of connected vehicles at Millbrook, a UK vehicle
testing and validation
ground. The project will
also accelerate the deployment of 5G cellular

on-resistance of 100V operation
ldmos
was
achieved on conventional
silicon substrates without
the use of more expensive
SoI (silicon-on-insulator)
substrates.
To support power ICs
for various applications
such as consumer, industrial and especially automotive applications, this
process technology was
qualified based on AECQ100 with grade-one
temperature condition between -40 and +125˚C.
“We are very pleased to
offer our 0.18µm BCD
100V process that combines both the advantages
of high-performance as
well as high reliability,”
said YJ Kim, CEO of
MagnaChip.

Audi, Italdesign and Airbus have jointly developed a self-driving car
and passenger drone.
The Pop Up Next is an
electric, automatic modular concept that could
transport people in cities
quickly and conveniently
on the road and in the air,
at the same time solving
traffic problems.
The two-seater passenger cabin can be attached
either to a car module or
to a flight module.
Audi is supporting the
project with know-how
on battery technology and
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networks
and
autonomous vehicles in the
UK, driving early implementation of these key
emerging technologies.
“AutoAir brings together the UK’s leading
5G and automotive innovators,” said Paul Senior,
chief strategy officer for
Airspan Networks. “The
economics of 5G can be
dramatically improved
when deployed using
small cells operating on a
neutral host, that is when
a single physical network
of small cells can host
multiple operators. Our
mission is to help MNOs,
MVNOs and private net-

work operators improve
networks by densification
and targeted deployment
while
simultaneously
minimising capex and
opex spend.”
Quortus is a contributor
to 5G implementation
and deployment, and its
applications in areas such
as transportation, retail,
healthcare and the IoT.
The company supplies for
virtualised mobile core
networks wireless network functionality that
ensures that devices stay
connected as they move
around the network, establishes and manages
calls and data connec-

Audi self-driving car and drone
automation.
The dominant interior
feature is a 125cm screen,
while interaction between
humans and the machine
is performed by speech
and face recognition, eyetracking and touch.

“Creativity is needed
where new mobility concepts for cities and people’s diverse needs are
concerned,” said Bernd
Martens, Audi board
member and president of
Italdesign.

Audi car and drone concept

tions, ensures security
and privacy, implements
access policies, and enables billing.
“We see AutoAir as
much more than just a
testbed or lab exercise,”
said Andy Odgers, Quortus CEO. “We believe it
can provide a blueprint
for mass deployment of
5G, and will be a real,
practical step towards its
commercialisation.”
AutoAir uses a neutral
host model that allows
many operators to share a
single network built by a
third-party infrastructure
provider. A 5G network
with virtualised softwarebased core operations is
particularly attractive for
such applications since its
capabilities can be tailored on a case-by-case
basis to the requirements
of each operator in a
process known as network slicing. This in turn
allows operators to offer a
range of different services
with different performance and price points.
The AutoAir project is
part of the UK’s £25m 5G
digital strategy. It brings
together a large number
of 5G players and the research at Surrey University’s 5G Innovation
Centre. The project consortium also includes
Dense Air, Real Wireless,
Cobham Wireless and
Celestia Technologies.
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As temperatures in
Nuremberg plummeted to
-13˚C, engineers gathered
for the annual Embedded
World event in a mood of
optimism, It was a serious
show this year, the gimmicks were low and the
focus was to grab a share
of a growing market.
This was summed up by
distributor Mouser’s senior vice president Mark
Burr-Lonnon. “The market is so good, we are living a dream,” he said.
“We have had eight
record years in a row.
This year has started
strongly and I don’t see
that changing. We are
seeing growth everywhere.”
The show’s statistics
were good with the number of exhibitors passing
the 1000 mark for the first
time, and a 7.3 per cent
increase saw the number
of visitors reach 32,217
from 38 countries. There
was also a record participation in the conference
with 2716 participants
and speakers from 52
countries.

OUT OF THE COLD
Steve Rogerson reports from Embedded World in Nuremberg, Germany
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Mark Burr-Lonnon:
“We are seeing growth
everywhere.”
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Tablet controls
four cameras

Taiwanese
company
Micro-Star, also known
as MSI, was showing an
in-vehicle tablet computer that can control four
cameras around a lorry.
The MS761’s front
camera is used like a normal dashboard camera
with all the video
recorded. Some of these
data are stored locally or
sent back to cloud. The
SD card can handle
256Gbyte of local storage. The rear camera is
used for reversing.
Delivery
company
FedEx in the USA uses an
earlier version with just
these two cameras.
The version being
pushed at the show
though has an extra two

cameras, one on each
side, to help lorry drivers
spot people or objects in
the vehicle’s blind-spots
when turning.
“It is connected to the
turning signal,” said MSI
assistant vice president
Ted Huang. “If the vehicle turns right, the video
automatically switches to
the right-side blind-spot
camera, and the same
when turning left.”
Though it had no customers for this yet, the
company was also targeting buses and coaches.
The Android tablet has
a 1GHz Arm Cortex A9
processor at its heart and
a 17.8cm LCD touchscreen. It can operate
from -30 to +85˚C.

Ted Huang: “It can also be used for city buses.”
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Helping design safer vehicles

a divide-by-zero condition to see if the code can
handle it,” he said. “We
have automotive customers already using an
advanced copy and they
pretty much like it.”
Another advantage is
that the instructions can
be split into pieces so
they will fit into ECUs.
“Sometimes you can’t
fit the entire code into the
ECU,” he said.
For the future, he said
Vector would continue to
add functionality.
“There is a growing
need to develop software
at a faster pace, and make
sure it is tested,” said
Fortin. “That is the hard
part.

Arm is finding itself engaging with car makers
more than it is ever done
so, according to John
Ronco, who is general
manager of the company’s embedded and automotive line.
“We are doing more and
more talking with car
makers and tier ones,” he
said. “We have to do that
to see what they need in
four years. We did that in
the mobile market and
now we do it for cars.”
The company is involved at many levels in
automotive, and that excites Ronco.
“Automotive is fascinating,” he said. “Once
this was an uninteresting
space but now there is a
surge of interest in electronics. There is a lot of
talk about adas and autonomous vehicles, but it
is the whole spectrum.”
A key area is functional
safety, and Arm has been
increasing its investment
in this area.
“There is no one right
answer,” said Ronco.
“The customer has to design a vehicle that is safe,
but there are lots of ways
to do that, so we seek to
provide a lot of different
capabilities so they can
build a safe system.”
The ISO 26262 functional safety standard has
had a big impact on that.

Vehicle Electronics
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Jeffrey Fortin: “They pretty much like it.”

Not some of the code
but all of the code

The 2018 version of VectorCast can help automotive users comply with
ISO 26262, according to
product manager Jeffrey
Fortin.
One of the problems
with standard system tests
is that when an app is
called, users can access
most of the code.
“With ISO 26262, you
need to access all the
code,” said Fortin. “But
some code is based on
special exceptions and is
thus hidden.”
However, VectorCast
2018 lets users insert
probe points to set up
these exceptional circumstances.
“You can generate, say,

“ISO 26262 is built into
the way we work,” he
said. “At first, it was
about providing extra
documentation for customers but now it part of
the whole design flow.
This is a really important
part of what we do.”
One of the company’s
investments has been in
software test libraries
(STLs). Being able to
verify that a processor is
working safely and correctly in a running system
is an important element of
functional safety. An STL
consists of functions that
can be run within the programme code to check
that the different areas of
the processor logic are
working as they should.

An STL can be run at
start up and during programme operation, maintaining coverage of a
running system. The first
STL is for the CortexR52, a real-time processor for use in functional
safety applications.
The company has also
been investing in machine
learning. In February, it
announced Project Trillium, a suite of Arm IP including new highly
scalable processors that
will deliver enhanced machine learning (ML) and
neural network functionality. The current technologies are focused on
the mobile market and
will enable ML-equipped
devices with advanced

compute capabilities, including object detection.
“We are looking at a
processor
designed
around object recognition,” said Ronco. “We
can have one that, say,
looks for people.”
Finally, he said Softbank’s takeover of the
company had been “really positive” and that the
new owners were looking
for long-term value.
“They didn’t want to
change the business
model,” he said, “but they
have given us the freedom to invest more for
long-term growth, and in
automotive we have to
think really long term.
You need patience in automotive.”

John Ronco: “You need patience in automotive.”
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How Analog Devices sees future following Lynx ports to NXP and,
with Etas, works with Bosch
last year’s Linear Technology takeover

Over a year has passed
since Analog Devices
took over Linear Technology and, whereas last
year the two companies
had separate stands at
Embedded World, this
year it was a merged offering on a single stand.
“We are now one company,” said Stefan Steyerl, director of sales for
mobility and transportation. “We acquired Linear
because we needed to
leverage the analogue and
digital worlds. The other
gap we had was in the
power management side.
Linear was one of the
leaders in that market.”
Both companies, he
said, were highly profitable and Analog Devices was experienced in
working with large accounts. And both companies also had a broad
customer base.
“The execution of the
integration has worked
out very nicely and the
people are feeling like
one company,” he said.
“The term ‘Linear Technology’ will disappear,
which is why we introduced the ‘Power by Linear’ theme.”
On the automotive side,
the integration has been
particularly good.
“Analog Devices has
been in automotive for
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many years,” said Steyerl.
The company has focused on mems sensors
for safety plus other sensor types as well as audio
products on the infotainment side. The company
developed the A2B automotive audio bus. The
A2B was developed with
Mentor as a way to reduce the wiring in a car
needed for all the microphones and speakers,
which added too much
weight. By using the
A2B, these can all be
linked in a daisy chain,
which uses a lot less
wiring, making it lighter
and cheaper.
Analog Devices also realised that with the trend
towards more connected
and
eventually
autonomous vehicles the
amount of electronics in a
car was going to escalate.
“There is now more
electronics in a car,” said
Steyerl. “If you have
level three or four systems, when the car can
hand back control to the
driver, it needs to know
what condition the driver
is in, you need health
monitors, you need to
know if the driver is alive
or sleeping.”
Outside the car, even
more sensors will be
needed.
“Analog Devices has

Stefan Steyerl: “It is going to be exciting.”
been in areas such as
radar and we also have
lidar technology,” he said.
“We acquired Vescent last
year. They have liquid
crystal lidar technology.
This lets you steer the
beam so you don’t need
moving parts. We believe
this will take lidar to a totally different cost point.
We also have the sensor
technology for when the
beam comes back.”
Linear also brings to the
company, he said, a very
good roadmap in battery
management technology.
Overall, he said the
growth in semiconductors
in a car was very exciting.
“It is going up from

$250 to $600 or more per
car,” he said.
However, though Analog Devices is building up
its automotive portfolio
though acquisitions, Steyerl was clear that it does
not want to change from
its tier two role.
“We do not want to become a tier one in the automotive space,” he said.
“We have, however, set
up a separate team to deal
more closely with OEMs
to help them implement
their systems and, to a
certain extent, to try to influence what they are
doing. The car OEMs are
taking more control. Tier
twos such as ourselves

are taking control so
sometimes the tier ones
get squeezed a little.”
With the move towards
autonomous systems increasing complexity, he
said that an ecosystem
and partnerships were
needed. But he also saw
that more technology was
being placed in the hands
of the tier ones and that
could see them challenge
the OEMs.
“If a tier one has all the
technology, why shouldn’t they build vehicles? I
can see that happening,”
he said. “But whatever
happens, it is going to be
exciting for companies
such as ourselves.”
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LynxSecure 6.0, the latest
version of Lynx Software
Technologies’ separation
kernel hypervisor, has
been ported to the NXP
S32V, one of the industry’s most popular platforms for autonomous
machine vision.
“Our big push is with
LynxSecure,” said John
Blevins, Lynx’s director
of rtos products. “You can
run various apps on the
same piece of hardware.
The additional benefit is
to run this in a secure environment.”
This meant, he said, that
something critical to the
vehicle such as controlling fuel injection could
be run with something
less critical such as climate control.
“LynxSecure allows
that separation in a secure
environment,” he said.
The S32V is a dedicated
device for vision processing and machine learning
that has been widely
adopted by automotive
and industrial users.
“Successful development of fully autonomous
level-five vehicles will
depend not only on the
performance of the
processor, but also on the
security and integrity of
the system and the data
that it use,” said Blevins.
“Lynx is proud to offer

LynxSecure, the industry’s most secure realtime hypervisor, on one
of the leading processor
platforms for adas and
other embedded vision
applications.”
Lynx and Etas also announced at the show that
they are working with
Robert Bosch to provide
the safe and secure hypervisor foundation for the
Etas RTA-VRTE platform
software incorporating
the Autosar Adaptive
platform.
RTA-VRTE
supports the next generation of cross-domain and
vehicle computer ECUs
being introduced in upcoming vehicles.
It is over a year since

Lynx and Etas first announced their partnership.
“We have found the
right partner with Etas,”
said Lee Cresswell, Lynx
vice president. “It is a
long-term thing with
them.”
Blevins added: “We
have made tremendous
progress with them. They
are using Lynx secure for
the base of their Autosar
Adaptive project. We are
getting new projects from
Etas all the time.”
Etas is offering an early
access package for the
RTA-VRTE platform including training and consulting to help users get
started quickly.

John Blevins (left) and Lee Cresswell
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LDRA tries to steer course
between Autosar and Misra
While a row simmers
under
the
surface
between Autosar and
Misra when it comes to
C++ coding standards,
LDRA has updated its
tool suite in a way that
will let users pick and
choose between the two.
The problem came to a
head last year when Autosar decided to update
the 2008 Misra C++ document to bring it into line
with current practices, declaring some parts of
Misra obsolete and
amending other parts.
Misra is meant to be
studying the new Autosar
document but whether
this will lead to an updated Misra version or
whether Misra will just
let Autosar get on with it,
is not yet known.
LDRA decided to bring
some inside knowledge
on board, hence its recent
hiring of Andrew Banks,
chair of the Misra C committee, while at the same
time adding support for
the Autosar C++ 14 coding standard within its
tool suite.
“With us, people can
pick and choose between
the Autosar and Misra
standards,” said Jim
McElroy, LDRA’s vice
president of marketing.
Autosar had to change
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because the C-based
Classic platform did not
suit the complexities of
adas and autonomous vehicles. Hence the Adaptive platform, which
leverages C++ 14.
“That is why we
brought the C++ coding
standard into our tool
suite,” said McElroy.
“But we are fully committed to Misra, which is
why Andrew Banks has
joined us.”
Banks is a 25-year veteran of safety standards
development. After leading multiple coding standards initiatives in the
avionics and military
space, he spent the last six
years focused on ISO
26262 compliance for hybrid and electronic driveline technologies.
LDRA believes this
automotive
expertise
strongly complements the
increased adoption of the

LDRA tool suite by the
automotive industry and
enhancements made in
the tool suite to streamline automotive safety
and security compliance.
The C++ 14 coding
guidelines as part of the
Autosar Adaptive platform are aimed at highperformance ECUs for
infotainment connectivity
and adas for automated
and autonomous driving.
For these applications,
the Adaptive platform
supports features such as
high data-processing capacities, service-oriented
communications
and
over-the-air updates.
The fail-safe operational capabilities of such
complex systems will
often require multicore
microprocessors and robust operating systems
potentially using a Posix
interface, a requirement
that increases software

Jim McElroy: “We brought the C++ coding
standard into our tool suite.”

development complexity.
The complexity of these
ECU applications, often
independently developed
in distributed work
groups, requires automated static analysis tools
to ensure standards compliance and software
quality consistency across
the organisation.
The Autosar standard,
which is based on and updates the Misra C++ 2008
rules, also incorporates
concepts from other
safety-critical standards
including Joint Strike
Fighter Air Vehicle C++
coding standards, High
Integrity C++ version 4.0,
Cert C++ and the Google
C++ style guide.
With security and safety
so interlinked, LDRA is
keen to see the SAE
J3061 cyber security standard working alongside
ISO 26262.
“Both are performing
similar activities,” said
McElroy, “but 26262
does not do a security
analysis whereas J3061
does. We let you bring in
the J3061 in the same
way you do with 26262
and make it part of the development workflow. The
security
thing
has
changed the world so you
need more documentation
and better ways to deal.”
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SiC price difference

Rayk Blechschmidt: “Security is not trivial.”

Security is faster
without encryption

Microchip has developed
an automotive subsystem
for making in-car cameras more secure.
Whereas most such systems rely on encrypting
the video stream itself,
the company has opted to
add a small piece of code
to each package to provide verification.
Without that, the communications link is broken.
Those who use the infotainment system as a
route to other vehicle
functions will not be able
to without the code.
“There is no need to encrypt, but you can increase the security,” said
Rayk Blechschmidt, Microchip regional segment
manager for automotive.
“So, say, a hacker gets
into the system and tries
Vehicle Electronics

to put on the brakes, this
message won’t have the
code so will be ignored.”
He said that this got
over the inherent insecurity of the Can bus, but
because there was no encryption, the system was
not slowed down.
“The Can bus is like
having wifi at home without a password,” he said.
“We have products such
as these for industrial use
but we are now bringing
them to the car. We are
working with the car
makers.”
He said the automotive
industry now understood
the problems with security.
“A few years ago, they
didn’t appreciate this,” he
said, “but now the whole
industry knows that security is not trivial.”

The price difference between silicon IGBTs and
silicon carbide (SiC) is
eroding to the point
where SiC may be the
better option, according
to David Somo, senior
vice president at On
Semiconductor.
“SiC is expensive,” he
said, “but the market is
growing in industrial
and automotive. Silicon
IGBTs are less expensive
but with SiC you get savings if you look at system
costs. They are getting
close together as SiC
grows.”
He said this would become even better when
the company brings the
growing of SiC substrates
in house and implements
it own productivity standards.
“For electric vehicles,
we have SiC diodes and

are sampling SiC mosfets,” he said. “They want
to reduce size and weight,
so they are looking at
SiC.”
On GaN, he said this
was not as proven as SiC
and was expensive.
“We are learning about
the technology and have
to improve the reliability,” he said. “It has a theoretical curve that can
bring it in line with SiC.”

David Somo

Misra-compliant EAP framework

HCC Embedded released
an embedded Misra-compliant EAP extensible authentication
protocol
framework to support secure wireless connections
for embedded devices.
It
supports
many
flavours of EAP, and the
framework extends to include other protocols.
Commonly used algorithms including EAPOL,
EAP-TLS, EAP-IKEv2
and EAP-MD5 are available immediately.

EAP is used for device
authentication that supports many types of secure access. It provides a
basic request-response
protocol framework over
which specific security
algorithms can be implemented. This gives developers a way to ensure that
industrial, medical and
transport IoT devices that
join a wireless network
are authenticated. This
helps create a robust and
secure network.
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MEN platform for heavy vehicles

The G40A from MEN is a
multicore CPU platform
based on an NXP Arm
Cortex A72 processor.
Being full-virtualisation
ready, it was designed for
communication-intensive
applications in harsh environments, which need
high data bandwidth and
computing performance,
such as data collection
applications on board
trains, and in industrial or
heavy-vehicle applications.
The LS1046A CPU
module comes in Compact PCI serial form-factor. Equipped with the

quad-core CPU with NXP
data processing accelerators, PCI Express 3.0,
USB 3.0, Sata Gen 3 interfaces, Ethernet interfaces on front and an
integrated
Ethernet
switch, the platform secures application for the
future by being full-virtualisation ready – memory
and IO sub-systems can
be virtualised – and available for the next 15 years.
The proprietary board
management controller
monitors optional parameters such as voltage and
temperature and provides
a
user-configurable

watchdog, making it
ready for applications
where functional safety is
required.
The memory configuration includes a DDR4
sram with ECC soldered
to the board to improve
shock and vibration resistance. A non-volatile
sram, an eMMC NAND
flash device and a Micro

Jenson on the button
Chinese company Jenson
Display was keeping quiet
about which automotive
OEM in France was using its
display technology for an
in-vehicle air conditioning
controller, but project
manager Raphael Maurer
(pictured) said that it was a
typical sale as the company
only made customised
products.
Founded in 2002, the
company’s concentration at
the show was on its ABN
advanced black nematic
technology.
This uses a special liquid
crystal alignment structure
and high durability materials
to achieve a true black level
with low light leakage.
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SD card can also be assembled offering space
for user applications or
usable as a local boot
medium.
It comes with a tailored
heat sink, all components
are soldered for protection against shock and vibration and it is coated for
use in humid and dusty
environments.

Divide by one

Nexperia announced single-output AHC (advanced high speed cmos)
dividers with oscillators.
The 74AHC1G42xx devices have overvoltagetolerant inputs for mixed
voltage mode operation.
These dedicated singleoutput mini logic dividers
offer specific 2xx frequency division (xx = 01
to 16) in a tssop 5 package measuring 4.4mm².
“We have identified
many other applications
that only need one output,
including automotive,”
said Nexperia’s senior
product manager Michael
Lyons.
The devices are being
qualified to AEC-Q100.
Vehicle Electronics

Renesas SoC targets front cameras

Renesas was demonstrating its R-Car V3H SoC
that delivers computer vision and AI processing at
low power levels, targeting automotive front cameras
for
use
in
mass-produced
levels
three and four autonomous vehicles.
The SoC is for use in
stereo front cameras and
is said to achieve five
times the computer vision
performance of its predecessor, the R-Car V3M
SoC targeting NCap front
cameras,
announced
nearly a year ago.
Part of the firm’s Autonomy platform for adas
and automated driving,
the V3H enables design
flexibility for tier ones
and OEMs to map their
own road from assisted to
highly automated vehicles.
Leveraging the company’s
heterogeneous
computer vision cores
based on the IMP-X5+
image recognition engine
and dedicated hardware
accelerators, the V3H
achieves sensing capabilities with algorithms including dense optical
flow, dense stereo disparity and object classification. The integrated IP for
CNN accelerates deep
learning at power levels
of 0.3W.
The SoC includes a
dual image signal procesVehicle Electronics

Jean-Francois Chouteau: “We can support adas from end to end.”
sor (ISP) that converts
camera sensor signals for
image creation and recognition processing. The reuse ensures scalability
from NCap systems using
R-Car V3M to levels
three and four smart camera systems using V3H,
reducing development
time and costs by avoiding the need for ISPs in
each camera.
It requires a single
LPDDR4 memory.
Tier ones and OEMs
can develop a front cam-

era themselves or work
with partners from the
Autonomy ecosystem, including Hella Aglaia.
“The R-Car V3H specification and design was
done by cooperating
closely with front camera
market leaders to ensure
we addressed the requirements of those leading innovations on autonomous
driving systems,” said
Jean-Francois Chouteau,
vice president at Renesas
Electronics. “We are not
just about controllers, but

we are also on the sensor
side so we can support
adas from end to end.”
He said applications included traffic sign recognition, lane departure
warning,
conditional
emergency braking, cross
traffic alert, remote parking and light source detection.
Samples of the V3H
will be available towards
the end of the year. Mass
production is scheduled
to begin in the third quarter of 2019.
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Ahead of the pack

How Lucid Motors used multi-physics
simulation to design its luxury-class
electric vehicle

All images courtesy of Lucid Motors
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ucid Motors’ new luxuryclass electric vehicle (EV)
is designed to compete
with the leaders in the high-end
EV market. Lucid engineers
extensively leveraged multiphysics simulation software to
improve the operation of most of
the vehicle’s subsystems by
accounting for a wide range of
performance factors to create a
digital prototype.
The use of a consolidated
engineering simulation platform
was critical to facilitate
cooperation across the many
different engineering disciplines
on the design team, resulting in a
wide range of performance
improvements, both for the car
and the engineering team.
In developing a new high-end
EV from scratch in just a couple
of years, Lucid Motors faced
enormous technical challenges, a

complex regulatory environment
and competitors with up to a
century head start. However,
being a new entrant also gave
Lucid some advantages as it was
able to adopt best-in-class
practices without being hindered
by legacy methods.
The company pioneered a
unique approach, housing the
teams working on each discipline
involved in electric vehicle design
– electromagnetics, thermal,
structural, aerodynamic and so on
– in a single room to encourage
collaboration from the beginning
of the design process. Lucid
further promoted teamwork and
expedited the engineering process
by equipping most of the
engineering team with a common
simulation platform: multiphysics simulation software
integrated in the Ansys
Workbench environment, which

Multiphase volume of fluid oil-cooling transient simulation
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enables simultaneous optimisation
of all the different subsystems of
the vehicle.
This approach is making it
possible for Lucid to address
customer needs, solve engineering
problems, optimise subsystems
and components, meet regulatory
requirements, and bring a worldclass vehicle to market in a
fraction of the time required by a
conventional approach in which
engineers work with different
simulation tools in different and
segregated disciplines.
Lucid aerodynamics engineers
used Ansys Fluent, the key
computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) software within the
simulation platform, including the
Asnys Adjoint Solver to develop a
vehicle body, and a new air intake
and duct system to reduce the
drag coefficient. The engineers
leveraged Ansys DesignXplorer,
the parametric analysis tool that is
part of the integrated platform, to
drive the CFD software to
simulate a broad range of vehicle
shapes to determine aerodynamic
performance.
These simulations provided
detailed guidance about the
specific effects on drag of
numerous shape parameters in the
form of response surfaces,
sensitivity charts, Pareto plots and
trade-off plots. Armed with this
information, stylists and
aerodynamicists identified the
vehicle shapes that yield the least
possible drag while adhering to
styling themes and other
constraints.
The Lucid team also used Ansys
Maxwell electromagnetic field
simulation software for the design
and analysis of electric motors,
actuators, sensors, transformers,
Vehicle Electronics

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was used to optimise vehicle aerodynamics
and other electromagnetic and
electromechanical devices.
Maxwell determined
electromagnetic losses in the
motor and, through Workbench –
the host environment and data
exchange backbone of the
simulation platform – integrated
these losses with a Fluent
simulation to determine
temperatures throughout the
motor.
Two separate systems cool the
motor. The first is a water jacket
moulded into the motor case. In
the second system, transmission
oil is injected into the hottest
areas – the end windings and
rotor. Engineers used two coupled
models, an oil model and a water
model, to simulate these two
cooling systems. Multiphase
transient analysis with the volume
of fluids model was used to solve
the domain cooled by oil in the oil
model. This model produced heat
transfer coefficients of the surface
wetted by the oil and the local oil
temperatures. Engineers modelled
the water cooling system with a
water model in Fluent that used
steady-state conjugate heat
transfer to predict temperatures of
the solid components of the
motor.
Vehicle Electronics

The temperatures predicted by
the water model were then used
with the oil model and the
simulation was run again. The
resulting heat transfer values were
mapped to the water model. This
iterative process continued until
the two models converged on the
same temperatures. After the
models converged, Workbench
enabled the engineers to
incorporate the temperatures of
the solid objects into a mechanical
structural model to calculate

thermal stresses and, finally, to
perform fatigue analysis to ensure
that the motor will deliver its
promised life.
Using simulation, Lucid
engineers increased the power
density and energy efficiency of
the motor by 12 per cent. The
temperature predictions matched
physical measurements within a
three per cent margin of error.
Another important aspect of
motor design was to create the
rotor flux map, which is

CFD shows that inverter temperature distribution
is even across different IGBTs
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Conjugate heat transfer simulation temperature contour plot

embedded into the control
algorithm and used to reduce
motor losses under different
operating conditions. Engineers
employed Maxwell and the an
electric machine design toolkit,
which computes torque speed
curves, efficiency maps and other
performance curves for electrical
machines.
They varied parameters such as
frequency, slip and input current
to calculate the rotor flux map and
embedded it into the control
algorithm as a lookup table. The
fluxes are translated to pulse
width modulation (PWM)
voltages during operation of the
vehicle. Compared with the

normal approach of generating the
rotor flux map with experiments
on a dynamometer, this approach
cut calibration dynamometer time
by 80 per cent.
The inverters convert low
voltage DC to high voltage AC to
power the vehicle; this generates
huge amounts of heat that needs
to be removed to avoid exceeding
the junction temperatures of the
inverters and destroying them.
Engineers created a fully
parameterised model of the
inverters and used ModeFrontier,
design optimisation software from
Italian firm Esteco, which
interfaces with the Ansys
platform to optimise key design

parameters such as the fins’
topology and the cross-sections of
the channels that move water
through the inverter housing.
They then leveraged the Adjoint
Solver to optimise by mesh
morphing the shape of the
manifolds connecting with the
upstream and downstream piping.
This process reduced peak
temperatures by 18˚C while
maintaining the temperature of the
different power transistors within
4˚C of each other. At the same
time, the pressure drop in the
cooling system was reduced by
one-third, and the volume and
weight of the inverter housing was
reduced by 15 per cent.
Lucid engineers also created
electrical and thermal models of
the battery pack using the
structural mechanics solver in the
simulation platform and Fluent
coupled within Workbench to
simulate electrode degradation
during charging and discharging
of the battery. By understanding
the potential conditions that could
degrade the electrodes during
different drive cycles, engineers
increased the life of the battery.
The simulation results were
condensed into reduced-order
models that are used to simulate

Using a sculpted battery pack allows for a roomier interior
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Relaxing: The spacious interior of the Lucid Air
battery performance under drive
cycles, such as a lap at the
Nürburgring race track.
Simulation also enables
engineers to improve key vehicle
attributes. For example, the
conventional approach is to
configure the batteries in a flat
panel stacked under the car. This
increases torsional stiffness and
lowers the centre of gravity, but it
has a negative impact on legroom.
Lucid engineers used simulation
to reduce the size of the front
inverter motor and heating
ventilation air conditioning units,
freeing up space so that battery
pack height could be increased in
this area. This made it possible to
sculpt the battery pack to reduce
its profile beneath the passenger
cabin, providing more legroom
inside the cabin for greater
passenger comfort.
Lucid’s pervasive use of
simulation with the common
simulation platform throughout
the design cycle, along with
Vehicle Electronics

dedication to upfront simulation,
has positioned the company for
success against established EV
competitors. Engineers from
different disciplines employ the
tools within the simulation
platform to perform digital
exploration that takes the
complex, multi-physics nature of
the design into account.
As an example of the results, the
exterior of the Lucid Air is only a

little larger than a Mercedes E
class vehicle, yet the new vehicle
has the interior space of a larger
Mercedes S class. Lucid is taking
reservations for the Lucid Air,
which is scheduled to go into
production in a new $700m
factory in Arizona during 2019,
positioning the company to
deliver a best-in-class automobile
in a fraction of the time required
by its competitors.

Core losses were mapped to
improve the motor design
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DIGITAL DOMAIN

Phil Morse explains
why humans will
still have a
significant role to
play in developing
autonomous and
adas technologies
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ith the costs to develop
any new vehicle easily
reaching a billion
dollars, car makers are keen to
uncover savings in R&D budgets.
With increasing emissions and
safety regulations, the diversity of
legislation across the globe, and
autonomous cars just around the
corner in car development terms,
the cost problem isn’t going away

Engineering-class driver-in-the-loop
simulators are helping OEMs validate
vehicles virtually, speeding up the
process and reducing spend
anytime soon.
In response to the costs of
testing, OEMs and tier ones are
increasing their use of simulation
tools to undertake an everincreasing amount of the
validation. Simulation, at first
glance, offers obvious benefits;
producing fewer development cars
– typically costing $1m for a first
prototype – and shaving this from
Vehicle Electronics

a programme by introducing
virtual sign-offs naturally appeals
to programme managers.
Now, engineers are increasingly
realising that today’s more
powerful simulation technologies
can, if used correctly, generate
richer information that means
valuable test track time in real
cars isn’t consumed by pedantic
validation tasks, but is devoted to
Vehicle Electronics

making better products and user
experiences that can ensure brand
acceptance. But in the past 12
months, it seems that the biggest
gains have come from
technologies that do not even
involve people.
Creating consistency
Driver-in-the-loop (DIL)
simulation has moved on

dramatically in the past five years.
Legacy, hexapod style simulators,
derived from the aircraft
technology that was popular over
50 years ago, are being overtaken
by so-called engineering-class
simulators. Coupled with the very
latest graphics and motion cueing
that tricks drivers into responding
just as they would in a real
vehicle, the results are so
compelling that they can be linked
to genuine component
developments, from on-board
control systems, to fundamental
chassis tuning, and even real
engines running on dynos
(hardware in the loop).
Crucially, as humans – either as
drivers or occupants – remain best
placed to determine how well a
car performs, these DIL
simulation laboratories offer the
chance for real people to
experience realistic scenarios but
in a controlled environment that
can be repeated. Just imagine
heading to a test track only to find
the weather is different from the
previous day or the surface has
changed after an overnight frost.
For a growing number of product
development teams around the
globe, virtual test drives can
deliver the control and
consistency they crave with as
many macro or micro variations
as required.
Reducing risk
As vehicles become more
complex, moving more testing to
the virtual world can also reduce
some of the risk. This is
particularly true when it comes to
adas and semi-autonomous
systems, which are often designed
to intervene when the car is on the
verge of losing control or
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colliding with external objects.
One Japanese OEM is using its
simulator to prepare its test
drivers to tackle the famous
Nordschleife test track. By piling
on the virtual kilometres on the
simulator, not only are the
development engineers more
familiar with the arduous 22.5km
track, but the team believes its
evaluation drivers can make the
most of their time at the circuit if
they are fully prepared with sim
kilometres. It also means that it
can reduce the risk of unnecessary
laps at a venue that has claimed
the lives of a number of test
engineers over the years.
Containing costs
While product development teams
may push for simulation on the
grounds of improved performance

and safety, cost will also be a
powerful argument when
integrating any new technology
into a proven vehicle development
process. Car makers will never be
able to get away from carrying out
physical testing during the final
stages, but implementing humanintegrated simulations right at the
start of the development timeline
can reap rewards.
One example cited by a US
OEM is how a ten-day testing
session for a prototype subsystem
such as electronic stability control
(ESC) can potentially be reduced
to just a three-day testing session
thanks to prequalification of the
settings in a DIL simulator. This
implies that the daunting prospect
for an adas engineer to complete
test matrices running into the
hundreds of conditions to be
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checked in a week’s worth of cold
climate testing, for example,
could be reduced to just 30 thanks
to the prequalification of many of
those on a DIL simulator.
Scenarios
While the use cases for simulation
in the fields of chassis
engineering, dynamics and, to
some extent, human factors are
already widely understood and
adopted, it’s the new trends of
electrification, connectivity, and –
most significantly – autonomy,
where feedback from human
drivers is the impetus for OEMs
to rely more heavily on human-inthe-loop simulation technology.
A DIL simulator that provides
an immersive environment that
will trick a participant to behave
just as they would in the real

Despite technology advances, humans are still best-placed to determine a car’s performance;
DIL simulation allows OEMs to see how a real person reacts to adas technologies

Realistic scenarios can be repeated unlimited times, using consistent or varying parameters
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world, can provide valuable
insight in a safe and controlled
environment for how someone
will react to the novel experience
of intervention of adas
technologies during a skid, or a
collision avoidance manoeuvre.
Scenarios such as these, plus
many more, can be bewildering,
unusual or even dangerous if the
human driver or occupant doesn’t
understand what the vehicle is
trying to do.
For example, to ascertain
whether an adas is helpful,
irritating or dangerous, an
experiment using a focus group in
a DIL lab can provide
comprehensive objective and
Vehicle Electronics

subjective data that can’t be
achieved efficiently at any
proving ground. To see how a real
person reacts to the car taking
over when a stray dog runs out in
front of it, DIL simulation now
offers that possibility and many
millions of others.
It’s not just subjective data;
feedback from bio-signals such as
skin temperature, heart rate and
breathing rates can help shape onboard system implementation
strategies and technologies. And
with statistics suggesting that
hundreds of millions, if not
billions, of kilometres are needed
to test every scenario that an
autonomous car may encounter to

inform its on-board intelligence
algorithms, being able to run a
sim round the clock could make
the difference for vehicle and
system developers in finding a
bug or being first to market with a
novel adas feature.
Brand experience
Even brand marketeers can
benefit from understanding how a
new technology implementation
will be perceived. For the
switchover from regenerative to
foundation braking, the handover
from electric to internal
combustion and how they feel,
how they interact with other
driver operations such as gear
April 2018, Page 30
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EV charging station in Georgia, USA

From the possibility of hundreds of test matrices, these could be reduced
to just 30 by prequalifying many on a DIL simulator first

changes, is increasingly
important. Getting feedback from
a human driver, dynamically
attached to that (real) powertrain,
may provide more useful insights.
The autonomous car as
chauffeur will define, in large
measure, the brand experience of
the vehicle. First, there’s the
safety aspect. If one brand is
perceived as safer than another, it
will drive sales. Secondly, there’s
the actual human perception of the
autonomous drive experience and
how that fits with brand identity.
Getting real consumers, in
worthwhile sample sizes, to
experience real world scenarios
has appeal beyond the walls of
niche engineering silos.
Looking beyond today’s and
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tomorrow’s adas technologies, it’s
claimed that DIL simulators can
also help to answer those
lingering questions surrounding
fully autonomous paradigms that
the OEMs don’t seem to
acknowledge. The high fidelity
sensory immersion of modern DIL
simulators means that ride
disturbances can be used to incite
the onset of car sickness, an issue
that many car manufacturers are
quietly concerned about when we
consider everyone is effectively a
passenger in an autonomous
vehicle.
OEMs are keen to understand
what suspension settings, sound
levels or even window shapes
might help improve occupant
experiences in their vehicles while

under automated control.
Preliminary research from several
universities using engineeringclass DIL simulators to test these
hypotheses has shown that more
work needs to be done before
everyone takes a pod to the office,
school or day-trip.
It’s very likely that the answers
to many questions will be
discovered in DIL simulator
laboratories rather than by shadow
driving real test cars on the streets
of California or
Coventry.
Phil Morse is
technical liaison
at Ansible
Motion
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In pursuit of efficiency
Anoop Gangadharan looks at how the
drive for energy efficiency is fuelling the
growth in electric vehicle use

W

ith increasing emphasis
on reducing global
warming and carbon
footprints, governments,
businesses and consumers are
contributing towards energy
efficiency. Initiatives such as the
European energy efficiency
directive have encouraged
optimised generation and use of
energy.
Volatile fossil fuel prices,
increasing energy demands and
government led efforts to reduce
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emissions suggest that energy
efficiency will be of increasing
relevance in the years ahead. With
this rise in energy and
environment consciousness,
alternative fuels, hybrid and
electric vehicles are fast gaining
adoption.
Evolving markets
The turnabout in the electric
vehicle industry has mostly been
driven by ever-tighter efficiency
and emission standards. For

consumers, the major barriers to
demand for electric vehicles were
charging infrastructure, range
anxiety and cost of ownership.
But with more than 100,000
charging stations across Europe,
shortened charging times and
batteries offering greater range at
ever declining prices, these
barriers are starting to come
down. ING estimates that high
range battery electric vehicles will
become cost competitive on total
cost of ownership with a
comparable petrol car in 2024.
The European Union is seeking
efficiency improvements in the
next five years that would be
roughly double the gains made
since 2010. This, along with
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volatile oil prices, puts pressure
on car makers to sell more electric
and hybrid vehicles.
Industry response
Events such as the Paris Motor
Show, Motiv8 forums and others
show a clear intent and
commitment from the major
players towards hybrid and
electric vehicles. Giants such as
Jaguar Land Rover, GM, Toyota,
Mazda, Mitsubishi, Nissan, Volvo,
Ford and Daimler are all
following Tesla’s lead, having
committed to an all-electric future
as the coming decade looks to be
the one where electric vehicles
take over.
A recent report by Bloomberg
New Energy Finance and
McKinsey suggests that by 2030
electric vehicles will be a
dominant mode of transport.
However, despite commanding a
quarter of global car production,
the European automotive industry
owns only three per cent of the

world’s electric vehicle market
and faces intense competition
from Asia and North America as
the stronghold of internal
combustion engine (ICE) vehicles
begins its slow decline. As
engines, transmissions and
exhausts representing one third of
the value in automotive supply are
swapped for electric motors and
battery packs, the face of the
powertrain market is changing.
Challenges
Given the convergence of
socioeconomic, political and
technological trends towards
environment and energy
consciousness, automotive
manufacturers are now faced with
new challenge as they chase
excellence in safety, performance
and efficiency. This means that
they need to extract maximum
efficiency from the charging
system, the powertrain and
components of the extended
vehicle system. This involves a

variety of tests across the
development and production life
cycles to ensure adherence to
international standards such as
WLTP, NEDC, Ansi and SAE, and
other internal standards for safety,
quality, performance, durability
and emissions.
Energy efficiency
Although more efficient than
conventional ICE vehicles, the
electric drive systems of electric
cars do suffer from drivetrain and
other losses in power delivery,
sensing technologies, torque
control systems and more.
According to Fueleconomy, the
energy requirements in electric
vehicles estimated for 55% city
and 45% highway driving show
that of the 100% of electric power
that an electric car is charged
with, 16% is lost in charging the
battery, 16% is lost in the
drivetrain, 2.5% is lost via
steering, powertrain cooling and
control systems, and 0-4% is lost

ING asked 47,000 people in the Netherlands why they would not choose an electric vehicle; the
remaining 12% chose other reasons
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Energy requirements for electric vehicles in combined city and highway driving
(Source: Fueleconomy)
via various electrical, electronic
and communications systems.
This leaves 60 to 65% of the
total electric power to power the
car forward of which 33% is lost
in braking, although with
regenerative braking or kers
(kinetic energy recovery system)
17% of that can be reused.

Innovation and measurement
Despite efficiencies that far
outstrip traditional ICE vehicles,
electric cars could do with
improvements in charging
infrastructure, range anxiety and
pricing to encourage mainstream
adoption. Advances in power
semiconductors, charging
technologies and drivetrain
systems, however, herald an
Vehicle Electronics

optimistic outlook for
affordability in electric vehicles as
manufacturers look to optimise
powertrains, vehicle
communications, braking
efficiency, suspension systems
and more.
To achieve lower emissions,
greater efficiency and longer
distances, automotive
manufacturers will need reliable
measurement methods to extract
accurate and actionable insights
across the development life cycle.
Powertrains typically need
multi-channel DC and AC
analysis along with physical
parameters such as rotational
speed, fuel injector pulse times
and crank angles measured from
sensor signals, rotary encoders

and so on.
Developing individual
components in the early stages
may only need waveform analysis
at limited accuracies, but when a
multi component subsystem or
system is concerned, optimising
the system is favoured over an
individual component. Optimising
for efficiency in this ecosystem of
components, systems and
subsystems will take consistently
reliable measurements.

Anoop
Gangadharan is
product marketing
manager at
Yokogawa
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Who are you going to ecall?

Car manufacturers such as
Daimler already use security
controllers for the emergency
call feature

I

A look at how Infineon is helping car
makers meet the new ecall regulations

t can save lives, which is why
the automatic emergency call
feature – termed ecall – will
be mandatory for all new car and
light commercial vehicle models
in the European Union from 31
March 2018. It will therefore be
integrated in future in an
estimated 20 million new vehicles
annually.
The aim of ecall is to shorten the
time between an accident and the
arrival of the emergency services
by up to 50 per cent throughout
Europe, and reduce the number of
fatalities on the road by around
Page 35, April 2018

ten per cent. The automatic ecall
can also prevent serious accidents
from going unnoticed.
In the event of an accident, ecall
is used to send independently an
emergency call to the emergency
call centre via the mobile
network. Details such as the
location, the precise time of the
accident, the number of
passengers and the type of fuel are
transmitted.
Car manufacturers such as
Daimler already use eSIM
security controllers from Infineon
for the emergency call feature.

The Mercedes Me Connect
system, for example, not only
offers the emergency call
functionality required by law but
also services that go much further.
These include accident
management, breakdown and
maintenance management, remote
vehicle diagnostics, and remote
services for customers.
The voice and data connection
in these telematics services is
controlled by a device in the
vehicle usually known as the
telematics control unit or
connectivity module. The latest
generation of connectivity
modules from Mercedes-Benz is
based on a telephone module that
can log on to 2G, 3G and 4G
mobile networks. The vehicle
Vehicle Electronics

establishes a mobile connection
via the network and accesses data
such as traffic data or
infotainment services from the
internet.
A SIM card would normally be
required to identify the vehicle in
the mobile network. This is now
done by the eSIM chip.
The eSIM works much like a
SIM card in mobile phones, but is
smaller and more robust. Apart
from the ecall, the eSIM has other
functions that make driving safer
and more convenient, such as
updating software over-the-air,
vehicle-to-infrastructure
communications and on-board
multimedia.
Infineon doubled its revenue
from eSIMs in 2017. A further
increase in demand for eSIMs is
expected this fiscal year. The
company developed eSIM chips
ten years ago and now claims to
be the leader when it comes to
implementing them in cars.
They meet the AEC-Q100
quality requirements in the
automotive sector, and are robust,
durable and resistant to large
fluctuations in temperature. They

In the event of an accident, ecall is used to send an emergency call
independently to the emergency call centre via the mobile
network; details such as the location, the precise time of the
accident, the number of passengers and the type of fuel are
transmitted
are also integrated in cars before
they leave the manufacturer and
can be managed remotely. One
big advantage is that neither the
car manufacturer nor the driver
are tied to a specific mobile
provider.
In developing eSIMs, Infineon
pooled expertise from the fields of
security, telecommunications and
automotive. The SLI 97 security
controllers produced through this
collaboration are tailored to the
tough environmental conditions in

automotive applications and meet
the automotive industry’s quality
standards.
The security controllers from
the SLI 97 product family have an
extended temperature range of -40
to +105˚C and high resilience.
They are also equipped with a
solid flash memory with a
capacity of up to 1Mbyte.
Hardware-based crypto
coprocessors provide the required
security by enabling the common
encryption mechanisms.
The eSIM works much like a
SIM card in mobile phones,
but is smaller and more robust
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Amplifier powers car audio

Toshiba Electronics has
added a high sound quality, low distortion, surface-mount product to its
line of four-channel
power ICs for automotive
applications.
The TCB001FNG is
based upon a pure cmos
process that is derived
from the company’s car
audio IC research and development and reduces
cost.
The device includes
functions to detect and
prevent abnormal noise
by using original filtering
technology. This is applicable in situations when a
device emitting high frequency noise such as a
mobile phone is brought
close to the audio system.

Maximum
output
power is 45W in a fourchannel system into a 4Ω
load. The supply can vary
from 6 to 18V, allowing
operation while the engine is idling or cranking.
In-built functionality includes mute, standby, offset detection and short
detection.
Also included are multiple protection circuits

including thermal shutdown, overvoltage, short
to Vcc, short to ground
and
output-to-output
short.
Replacing the Hzip
leaded package, the device is housed in a flat
hssop surface mount
package. This style is said
to contribute to reliability
and reduce assembly
complexity and cost.

Package brings efficiency to rectifiers

PN and trench Schottky
rectifiers from Nexperia
are for power applications
including automotive, industrial and consumer.
The company now offers
more than 90 devices in
the clip-bonded flatpower (CFP) packages.
The CFP packaging is
size- and thermally-efficient. The package design
has a solid copper clip
and exposed heat sink to
reduce thermal resistance and optimise
the transfer
of heat into
the ambient
environment,
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allowing smaller and
thinner PCB designs.
The package comes in
three versions – CFP3
(SOD123W),
CFP5
(SOD128) and CFP15
(SOT1289) – that support
up to 15A current.
Included in the range
are VF and IR optimised
40, 45 and 60V trench
Schottky rectifiers in all
three packages.
These parts build on the
firm’s portfolio of
planar types,
offering the
combination of
low reverse current
and low forward voltage.

This increases the thermal
stability and reduces the
risk of thermal runaway.
The rectifiers have a maximum TJ of +175˚C and
are AEC-Q101 qualified.
Also available are fast
recovery, low reverse current PN rectifiers in CFP3
and CFP5 packaging. The
200 and 400V Hyperfast
switching PN-rectifiers
have an optimised recovery time of under 25ns.
The 200 and 400V standard parts have a recovery time of more than
500ns. AECQ101 qualified types with TJ of
+175˚C are available.

Filters protect
ECUs from EMI

TDK has extended its line
of three-terminal feedthrough filters for automotive applications. The
YFF18AC-0J105M
is
available in an IEC 1608
package measuring 1.6 by
0.8 by 0.6mm and featuring what the company
claims is the industry’s
highest capacitance of
1µF for a feed-through
filter of its size.
Rated current is 2A and
rated voltage 6.3V. The
filter is qualified to AECQ200 and is suitable for
decoupling applications
to protect automotive
ECUs from EMI.
It suits decoupling and
noise suppression in applications such as adas.
In particular, as the
functionality of on-board
ICs advances, conventional decoupling designs
require increasing numbers of MLCCs to protect
the ECUs from EMI.
Thanks to its high capacitance and low ESL, the
feed-through filter can
achieve a lower impedance at a frequency of
several tens of megahertz,
for example, than five
0.22µF
IEC
1005
MLCCs in parallel, reducing the number of
components.
Vehicle Electronics

Buck and boost controller
with 3 to 42V inputs

A 42V input capable,
quad output monolithic
switching regulator combines a boost controller
with two high-voltage 2.5
and 1.5A synchronous
step-down channels and a
lower voltage 1.8A synchronous
step-down
channel to provide four
independent outputs.
The Power by Linear
LT8603 from Analog Devices can be configured

with the boost controller
to supply the input of the
buck converters, enabling
it to deliver three precisely regulated outputs.
This is the case even
when the input falls significantly below the regulated output voltages,
such as in automotive
cold crank or start-stop
when the battery voltage
can drop as low as 3V.
controller can be driven
Alternatively, the boost from one of the stepdown outputs, providing
four precisely regulated
outputs.
lowing conclusions to be
The triple buck syndrawn about the stability chronous rectification
and robustness of Ether- topology delivers up to
net vehicle applications. 93% efficiency while
The user can select var- Burst Mode operation
ious short circuits on the keeps quiescent current
data line, disconnect the under 28µA (high voltage
data line or generate at- channels active) in notenuations.
load standby conditions,
The module is suit- suitable for always-on
able for use in valida- systems. For noise-sensition systems for tive applications, the low
Ethernet controllers, EMI design meets the
such as the com- Cispr 25 class-five EMI
pany’s networking requirements even when
test system or other switching at 2MHz. The
user-specific
net- switching frequency can
working tests in the be programmed from
laboratory and in the 250kHz to 2.2MHz and is
vehicle.
synchronisable throughThere are two sepa- out this range.
rate and independent
The 85ns (maximum)
BroadR-Reach chan- minimum on-time and
nels and it is avail- cascading topology enable with Ethernet or ables 16Vin to 0.8Vout
USB interface.
step-down conversions

Ethernet stress module

With the BasicCon 4045,
Göpel Electronic has
created a stress module
for automotive Ethernet
applications (BroadRReach).
The simulation of physical faults manipulates the
ECU communications, al-
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while switching at 2MHz,
letting designers avoid
critical noise-sensitive
frequency bands such as
AM radio, while using a
compact footprint.
Its 3 to 42V input voltage range suits automotive applications that
must regulate through
cold crank and stop-start
with input voltages as low
as 3V and load dump
transients in excess of
40V.
Programmable
power-on reset and power
good indicators for each
channel ensure overall
system reliability.
The 40-lead thermally
enhanced 6 by 6mm QFN
package and high switching frequency keep the
number of external inductors and capacitors small.
Two temperature grades
are available, with operation from -40 to +125˚C
(junction) for the extended E- and industrial Igrades.
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Clock oscillators vary
on standard platform

Reference platform aids
digital cockpit design
Congatec and Luxoft
have introduced an automotive reference platform
using Smarc 2.0 computers-on-module. Launching with the Conga-SA5
as the first supported
module, the platform, codeveloped by Intel and
Luxoft, is said to make
digital cockpit designs of
vehicles smarter.
The platform enables
clustering of previously
separately managed functions such as head unit
display, cockpit occupant
monitoring and adas. It
uses an Intel Atom E39xx
processor based Smarc
2.0 module with an Intel
Cyclone V SoC FPGA
with integrated Arm cores

and Max 10 FPGAs to
provide design flexibility
for extra connectivity
options and hardware
encoded preprocessing
tasks.
The platform allows
multiple functions to be
hosted on a single system,
including adas through
video data analytics on
the basis of deep learning
algorithms and artificial
intelligence as well as occupant safety systems
such as driver awareness
sensing plus navigation,
passenger infotainment
and rear-seat entertainment.
There are four independent on-board display
interfaces with support

BLDC control
for additional displays via
expansion slots. Two
HMSC connectors provide high-speed IO extension capabilities.
Expansion boards are
already available through
the partner ecosystem,
supporting existing and
emerging
automotive
wired and wireless connectivity standards. An
example is the dedicated
VIP vehicle interface
processor slot that accepts
multiple architectures.
An automotive ana-

The rectifier technology
enables recovery times
down to 25ns, low reverse recovery charge,
and soft recovery features
over the entire working
temperature range of -55
to +175˚C. The devices’
forward voltage drop
down to 0.7V reduces
power losses and improves efficiency.
Applications for the
AEC-Q101
qualified
6DKH02HM3 and 8DKH02HM3 include DC-DC
converters in ECUs, antilock braking systems, and
HID and LED lighting.

A sensorless BLDC controller from Allegro Microsystems
is
an
automotive version of the
A5932. The three-phase
controller is targeted at
high-power automotive
fan applications with low
vibration and audible
noise requirements.
Mosfet gate driver outputs permit motor currents that can be scaled to
fit the application, which
include seat, battery, infotainment and headlamp
cooling fans.
The motor speed is controlled by applying a duty
cycle command to the
speed input. The input is
allowed to operate over a
wide frequency range. A
sinusoidal voltage profile
is applied to the windings
to start and gradually
ramp up the motor to the
desired speed.
This device has a 5.5 to
50V input rating with an
operating range of -40 to
+150˚C.
It is available in a 24contact 4 by 4mm QFN
and a 24-lead tssop, both
with exposed thermal
pad. The QFN package is
supplied in a wettable
flank allowing visual
PCB solder inspection.
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logue and digital radio
and onboard DSP rounds
off the design capabilities.
The Conga-SA5 is supported by Luxoft’s Pelux
and Qt Automotive Suite
digital-cockpit Linuxbased open-source software
platform
that
enables the flexible integration of third party applications into cars and
reduces the effort and
cost for manufacturers
deploying Linux based
digital cockpits.

Rectifier recovery times down to 25ns

Vishay Intertechnology
has introduced the 200V
Fred Pt fast recovery rectifiers in a thermally efficient FlatPak 5 by 6mm
package with a profile of
less than 1mm.
With long-term reliability assured through 2000
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hours of high temperature
reverse bias testing, the
commercial and industrial VS-6DKH02M3 and
8DKH02M3 and automotive 6DKH02HM3 and
8DKH02HM3 suit automotive and telecoms applications.

The rectifiers have forward current ratings of
6A (2 x 3A) for the
6DKH02M3 and 6DKH02HM3 and 8A (2 x 4A)
for the 8DKH02M3 and
8DKH02HM3.
Configured as dual-die
rectifiers with separate
cathode connections, they
let designers simplify
PCB layouts by using one
package instead of two.
The FlatPak has a 5 by
6mm QFN footprint used
already by other technologies, such as mosfets,
and allows for different
circuit topologies.

AEC-qualified clock oscillators from Kyocera
support multi size and
frequencies for quickturnaround delivery requirements. Samples of
the Z-Series for electronic
equipment and automotive electronics are available worldwide.
They are based on a
platform structure that enables the company to
offer a wide range of
specifications using a
standard crystal blank,
driver IC and ceramic
package combination.
This structure is based
on a miniature footprint
for compactness, but is
adaptable to fit a wide
range of other standard
clock oscillator dimensions.
The platform combines

a fixed size head unit consisting of a quartz crystal,
ceramic package and
driver IC mounted to a
glass epoxy substrate in
various standard dimensions. The use of a common head unit reduces
lead times by eliminating
the need to design the IC,
package and crystal elements individually for
each standard dimension.

The series is available
in two types: standard frequency stability for emphasising quick delivery;
and high frequency stability for applications requiring tighter frequency
tolerance over a wide
temperature range.
Both types are qualified
to AEC-Q100 for ICs and
AEC-Q200 for passive
components.

Sensor suits OEM-fitted dash cams

An AEC-Q100 qualified
version of On Semiconductor’s 2.1MP cmos
image
sensor,
the
AR0237 is for the OEMfitted dash cam or beforemarket in-car DVRs.
With more insurance
companies offering financial incentives, consumer
demand for safety cameras is increasing.
Recognising this, car
manufacturers are now
beginning to offer dash

cams as standard equipment. The first models
with an OEM-fitted dash
cam are already on the
market.
The device is an auto-

motive-qualified version
of the same sensor used
for after-market dash
cams. It offers Full HD
video capture at 1080p
and 60fps, as well as still
image capture.
With the application
moving into the beforemarket category, the operating temperature range
is -40 to +105˚C.
The device is available
in an IBGA-80 package,
measuring 10 by 10mm.
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Signal generator option
provides ecall testing

Ecall tester receives
independent approval

Anritsu’s MX703330E
ecall tester software has
gained independent certification as a PSAP (public safety answering
point) simulator by
Navcert, an EU-government-approved test body.
The test system combines the MD8475A/B
signalling tester and the
MX703330E software,
which supports ecall
type-approval measurements and tests in compliance with Commission
Delegated
Regulation
2017/79
and
CEN
EN16454 conformance
tests.
Ecall is a pan-European
emergency-call system
for sending information
about road accidents to a
PSAP. The mandatory fitting of 112-based ecall invehicle systems on all
new M1- and N1-category vehicles starts from
31 March 2018.
Regulation 2017/79,
specifying detailed technical requirements and
test procedures for the
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type approval, requires
using a PSAP simulator
under the control of the
technical service, compliant with the applicable
EN standards and certified in accordance with
EN16454.
The MX703330E software emulates the communications sequence
between the ecall system
and PSAP. The signalling
tester functions as a base
station for configuring the
virtual
GSM
and
WCDMA network used
by ecall.
The addition of SmartStudio manager software
automates the settings
and test procedures for
minimum set of data
communications tests and
voice-call connections required by EN16454 and
other approval tests, helping eliminate operator
error and increasing ecall
evaluation test efficiency.
The software also supports the ERA-Glonass
emergency service deployment in Russia.

Metal alloy resistors
meet AEC-Q200

Metal alloy current sense
power resistors from TT
Electronics have values
down to 200µΩ and a
corresponding power rating on standard FR4
PCBs of up to 10W. The
maximum measurable
current is over 200A, and
hence in most cases restricted only by the capacity of the PCB tracks.
A 50% higher power
rating of 15W can be
achieved for assemblies
mounted on a thermal
substrate such as direct
bonded ceramic or insulated metal substrate,
making these resistors
suitable for hybrid modules.
Aimed at designers of
power supplies and motor
drives in the industrial,
automotive and medical
industries, the LRMAP5930
surface-mount
shunt resistors are suitable for regulating current
flow, detecting stalled
motors and measuring

power consumption.
They are AEC-Q200
qualified. Resistance values range from 200µΩ to
2mΩ and they have a
surge energy capability of
up to 33J.
Robust, they are formed
from a continuous band
of E-beam welded precision resistive strip, and
various alloys are used
based on the resistance
value. The metal element
shunt parts withstand all
normal industrial solvents
suitable for cleaning
printed circuits and for
ease of identification are
marked 5930; alloy type,
ohmic value and tolerance.
Low thermal impedance reduces the temperature rise and enhances the
reliability of the assembly, while high surge tolerance gives reliable
product
performance
under inrush and momentary short circuit conditions.
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An option for the Rohde
& Schwarz SMBV100A
vector signal generator
with test automation software delivers standardcompliant,
automated
performance tests for the
GNSS receiver integrated
in an ecall module.
All newly registered
cars and light lorries in
the EU must be equipped
with the ecall automatic
emergency system. A
year ago, ERA-Glonass
became mandatory for
Russia and the Eurasian
Customs Union.
Before ecall or ERAGlonass modules can be
integrated into cars, they
need to be certified. They
have to undergo conformance and performance

tests, which must be in
line with standards. The
GNSS receiver integrated
into the ecall module typically evaluates signals
from GPS, Galileo and
satellite-based augmentation systems to determine
the vehicle position.
In an emergency, the
module
automatically
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calls the nearest emergency call centre and
transmits vehicle position
data and other information via a cellular link. To
ensure the accuracy of the
reported position as well
as a number of other performance parameters are
within certain limits, the
GNSS receiver has to be
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tested against the criteria
defined in the EU2017/79
Annex VI and UNECE
2016/07 specifications.
The SMBV100A and
SMBV-K361 option and
the CMWrun sequencer
software make a tool for
performing automated
GNSS performance tests
on ecall modules.
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